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Experimental Analysis on Concrete by Partial 
Replacement of Fine Aggregate with Powdered 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1bstract: Conerele iN the most leible substunce in buildin construction. Rier Sand is intrequently available noW and other 
Suhsitute materials re heing endenour. (eramic tiles are widely used in building industry in which about 25% becomes 

squander. This evamination de:als about change the sand incompletely with 10%. 209%. 30% and 40% of unused powdered 
ceramic tile in conerete. Thc 1UNt oulcome for M30 grade conerete with water cement ratio of 0,4 and incomplete replacement by 
30°o shoWs J growth o 13° nd |5°% respcctivcl, in compressie and Ilevural strength. As 40% replacement of sand with 

ceramic tile. the compresion nd tle\ural strength are at par with normal concrete. I he result lwads to the successful pertormance 

of ceramic tile wJste thus h dereasing the disposal and environmental issues. 

Keywords: Ceran1c I ile. Fine Aggrcgate. Compressive Strength,. Flevural Sirength 

2.1 Cement: 

(G\lohan Babu, K Anand. 'S Vinay Babu.s Venkata Mahesh 

2.2 Fine Aggregate: 

Asistant Potessor, 'Axsistunt Professor, 'Associate Professor, 'Assistant Protessor 

Department ofCivil :ngincering 

Concrete plavs a itul role in the construction industry, This paper is rclated with the lack of natural assets and its react on the 

env ironment. Aluuys India is graded third in the manulacturing of ceramic tiles. 25°% of ceramic tile is wasted during the 

manufacturing. transportation. and usage. Ceramic tile squander is found as an etlective substitute and additional material in 

concrete as a renewal for tine aggregate which is acquire expensive nowaday s. Crushed tiles were calm from the solid waste of 
ceramic production unit and from demolished building. The waste tiles were crushed into small picces by manually and by using 
crusher. The requircd si/e of crushed tile aggregate was separated to use them as partial replacement to the natura! coarse 

aggregate. The tile waste which is lesser than 4.75 mm size was neglected. The crushed tile aggregate passing through l6.5mm 
sieve and retaincd on 12mm sicve are used. Crushed tiles were partially replaced in place of coarse aggregate by the percentages 
of 109%. 20% and 30%. 40% and 50% individually and along with replacement of fine aggregate with granite powder also 

2. Material: 

(GPulliah ('ollege ofEngineering and lecchnology (Autonomous). Kurnool, India 

2.3 Coarse Aggregate: 

In thiv recurch Serade of ordinarv Portland cement (OPC) is used and is contirming to IS 12269:2013. The Specitic 
grav ity ofcemen:5 lhe hitial setting time of the ope cement for is 30mts and tinal time is 9hr 45mts. 

JETIR1902B87 

Herc the tinc grade aggregule was used trom local available sources and it is talls under Zonc lll and confirming to IS 
383:1970 .ine aggregle which passes through 4.75mm size IS sieve and it's having a specific gravity of 2.67. 

Source 

www.jetir.org (ISSN-2349-5162) 

Zone 

Specific Gravity 

W.A. 

Colour 

Kurnool 

2.67 

0.5-1% 

Yellow Brown 

Properties of Fine Aggregate 

IS383:1970 

In this revcarch 20mm to lOmm si/c ol oarse aggregale malerial is UNCd and its obt:ained trom local available sources 

and is contirm1n! IS 83 |970 Both the diameter of aggregate were sievcd in separately and the portion of course aggregate was 
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ABSTRACT: Cementations )terials have heen used by mankind for construction from time immemorial. The every 

tiNing funetional requirement of the structures and the capacity to resist aggressive clements has necessitated developing 

new cementtions mlerials and concrele composites lo meet the higher performance and durability criteria. The 

Cnvironmental factors and pressure of utilizing waste materials from industry have also been the major contributory 

lactors in new developments in the licld of concrete lechnology. Concrete is an artificial material in which the aggregates 

both finc and coarsc are bonded toyether by the cement when mixcd with water. The concrete has become so popular and 

indispensable becauUSe of its iherent in concrete brought a revolution in applications of concrete. Concrete has unlimited 

opportunities for innovative applications, design and construction techniques. Its grcat versatility and relative cconomy in 

illing wide range of necds has made it very competitive building material. With the advancement of technology and 

incrcased licld of applications of concrete and mortars, the strength workability. durability and other characters of the 

ordinary conerete need modilications lo make it more suitable for a by situations. Added to this is the necessity to combat 

the increasing cost and scareily of cement. Under these circumstances the use of admixtures is found to be an important 

alternative solution. llence an attempt has been made in the present investigation to evaluate the workability. 

compressive strength, split tensile strength is evaluated with replacement ofcement and micro silica fume (0 - 25%). 

Keywords: Cement aggregate, compression, split and flexural strengths 

L.INTRODUCTION 

India is the sccond largest producer of' cement on the globe after China. In total. India manufactures 251.2 Milion Tons 

of cement per year. The cement industry in India has reccived a great impetus from a number of infrastructure projects 

laken up hy the (Government of' India like road networks and housing facilities. While the Indian cement industry enjoys a 

phenomcnal phasc of growth, cxperts revcal that it is poised towards a highly prosperous future over the very recent 

ycars. The annual demand for cement in India is consistently growing at 8-10%. NCAER has estimated after an extensive 

sludy that the demand for cement in the country is expccted to increase to 244.82 million tons by 2012. At the same time. 

the demand will be at 3|1.37 million tones if' the projcctions of the road and housing segments are met in reality The 

word 'p0720lana' was derivcd from pozzolana, a town in Italy, a few miles from Naples and mount vacuous. The 

malerials are of volcanic region containing various fragments of pumice, obsidian. feldspars, and quartz ctc. the name 

'Pozzolana' was first applicd Cxclusively to this material. Bu the term has heen cxtended later to diatomaceous carth. 

highly siliceous rocks and other artificial products. Thus, the pozzolanic materials are natural or artificial having ncarly 

the same composition as that of volcanic tufls or ash found at pozzolanas. Silica fume (SF) known as micro-silica is a by 

product of the reduction of high-purity quartz wih coal in clectric furnaces in the production of silicon and ferrosilicon 

alloys. Because ol ils cxtrcme finencss and high silica content. silica fume is a highly effective pozzolanic material. 

Silica fume is uscd in concrete to improve its propcrties like compressive strength. bond strength. and abrasion 

resistance; it reduces permcability and therelore helps in protecting the reinforcing stecl from corrosion. 

Silica fume has bcen uscd aS a high porzolanic reactive cementitious material to make high-performance concrete in the 

severe conditions. This mineral admixture has highly bcen used in severe environmental conditions despite its several 

mixing and curing problems because of its acceptable carly-age strength development The hydration mechanism and 

properties of sccondary C-S-| made by pozzolanic rcaction have becn studicd by many investigators However. CSIH 

formed by silica fume-calciun hydroxide reaction might be differcnt with respect to the amount of molecular water. C/S 

ratio, and density Morcover, because of its rather different characteristics, pozzolanic gel has a high potential 1o 

contributle in reactions with other internal or external ions such as Al, Cl. and alkalis On the other hand, the search for a 

new environmentally Iriendly construction material that will match the durability of ancient concrete has provoked 

interest into the study of alkali-activatcd cementitious systems over the past decades. Alkali-activated cements refer to 

any system that uses an alkali activator to initiate a reaction or a series of reactions that will produce a material that 

posscsses cementitious property Alkali-activated cement, alkali-activated slag and ly ash, and geopolymers are all 

considered to be alkali-activated cementitious systems; however, it is expected that the structures of these materials are 

Vastly diflerent and result from different chemical mechanistic paths. It is commonly acknowledged that calcium silicate 

hydrate (CSD) is the major binding phase in Portland cemcnt and alkali-activated slag's. however. the binding property 

of yeopolymers is generally assumed to be the rsult of the formation of' a three-dimensional amorphous aluminosilicate 

network 
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BITUMEN WITH BASIC TESTS 

ABSTRACT: In lndia roads play a chief component of transferring goods and humans from one place to another. Major roads are laid with bitumen which have chemical composition with physical structure, but the present environmental parameters place a major role in the society. The temperature issues becoming higher in day to day life, to withstand these temperature issues the modification of bitumen with change in chemical properties is necessary. So many modifications have done before but in this report we have tried a modification of bitumen with PPA+Sulphur for VG-30 bitumen.PPA modified bitumen showed major results in finding the solution for temperature problems. so here we have tried a level of improvement. In this report VG30+PPA+SULPHUR of different percentages have been selected for modification with 
basic tests. 

PENETRATION TEST 

'S.Akhil Tej, R.Partha Sarathy., 'S.Sudheer 

The aim of this report to find the new modified binder so that it will help in improving the properties of bitumen related to major parameters. Bitumen is dark and has black and brown colour. it has sticky and viscous in its nature with hydrocarbons. it is 
obtained from the crude oil refiners. various crude oils are available in the world each has its own importance in its chemical and physical characteristics. it consists of hydrogen plus carbon, most of the mixes are carbon sulphur, nitrogen oxygen and hydrogen. 
here various types of standard of bitumen values are considered for modification which are related to loading and temperature. 
Every modified bitumen should contain good no of asphaltens and maltens which play a major role in developing various 
properties which are very important to sustain the environmental conditions. In India major Roads are related to only hard type of 
temperature issues. here the modification with PPA and SULPHUR done with basic bitumen tests. in this report we have VG 
30 bitumen, PPA (gel), Sulphur(powder) to make the modification for the improvement of design life. 

'Assistant Professor, ' Assistant Professor, Assistant Professor 

SOFTENING POINT TEST 

'Department of Civil Engineering, 

APPARATUS:VG-30 bitumen, PPA gel, Sulphur, temperature controller censor, stirrer 

DUCTILITY TEST 

G Pullaiah College of Engineering and Technology Kurnool, AP, India 

Here the vg-30 grade bitumen modification is done with PPA (Poly Phosphoric Acid) with a small amount of sulphur which is in 
the powder form, the vg-30 bitumen is heated up to 120°c so that the bitumen is in liquid form. After heating the bitumen up to 
160c the constant temperature is maintained and stirer is attached to the bitumen, so that the stirrer will rotate -600rpm.then PPA 
of 1% by bitumen weight is added and mixed thoroughly with constant temperature for 10 minutes, then sulphur is added for 
various percentages of 0.2% & 0.4%. The sample preparation is done for 30 minutes then sample is poured in a sealed can and it 
is stored in dark place at 25'c to retain morphology. Then similar procedure is followed for another sample preparation, bitumen 
is ready for basic testing. 

IJRAR1903249 

This test is used to identify the grade of modified bitumen. In this report the penetration values are less. 

TESTS ON BITUMEN 

This test is used to identify the softening value of modified bitumen. In this report the softening values are Satisfactory. 

This test is used to identify the sagging nature of modified bitumen. In this report the ductility values are less. 
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Ihe current exploratory examination centers around the impact of Ouarry residues and normal zeolite on the 
compressiON quality of concrete. Sand is mostly supplanted witlh Quarry residue and cement by natural zeolite in M30 
grade of concrete. The present evperimentation uncovers that zeolite can supplant cement, and quarry residue can 
Substitute fine sand in concrete to some degree. At half supplanting of fine sand with Quarry dust, increment in 
compressive strength was taken note. At the same time, 30% supplanting of cement with zeolite, showed better 
compression quality. The test outcomes were observed to be palatable with the ndividual and joined substitutions of 
Quarry residue and zeolite regarding compression nature of concrete. 

A. Materials 

KEY WORDS: Zeolite, Quarry dust, Compressive strength, Partial Replacement 

Concrete is a composite material that comprises of a coupling medium inside which are inserted the pieces of particles of 
aggregates. Aggregates are the granular materials like sand, rock, smashed stone or annihilation squander that is utilized with 
the solidifying medium to create either mortar or concrete. The coarse aggregates are the items coming about because of 
characteristic breaking down by weathering of rocks. Waterway sand is most generally used fine aggregate in concrete yet as 
a result of exceptional insufficiency in various locales; openness, cost and characteristic impact are of critical concen. To 
overcome this crisis, halfway supplanting of sand with quarry buildups can be a financial option. Stone residue satisfies the 
reason for the elective material as a substitute for sand at insignificant expense. Concrete shows higher compressive quality 
subsequent to supplanting fine total with quarry sand. Pressure driven or water resisting cements utilized in concrete 
comprise of Portland cement and its few alterations. The properties of concrete containing Portland cement create because of 
substance responses between the Portland bond mixes and water, on the grounds that the hydration responses are joined by 
changes in issue and vitality. Choice of appropriate materials and blend extents are essential strides in producing a concrete 
meeting the requirements of strength and durability in a structural memtber. Portland cement, the principal hydraulic binder 
employed in trendy concrete mixtures, could be a factory-made product that isn't solely energy-intensive (4 GJ/ton of cement) 
however conjointly to blame for giant emissions of carbon-di-oxide. The manufacture of one ton of Portland cement clinker 
releases on the common I ton carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. The worlds yearly cement production of four billion plenty 
of principally Portland cement is to blame for nearly seven per cent of total world carbon dioxide emissions [1). Typical 
ingredient of general use concrete mixtures could be a cementing material composed of Portland cement and one or 
additional supplementary cementing materials/mineral admixtures like fly ash, ground granulated blast furnace slag, rice husk 

ash. silica fume, zeolite, alcoffine, metakaolin, pulverized lime stone or lime stone dust from quarries and raw or calcined 
pozzolan, coarse and fine aggregates, mixing water, and one or more chemical admixtures. 

I, INTRODUCTION 

Mineral admixtures are often finely divided siliceous materials that are added to concrete in relatively large amounts, 
generally, in the range of 20 to 70 per cent by mass of the total cementitious material. Although natural pozzolanas in the raw 
state or after thermal activation are being used in some parts of the world, due to economic and environmental considerations 
many industrial by-products have become the primary source of mineral admixtures in concrete. With proper quality control, 

large amounts of many industrial by-products can be incorporated into concrete, either in the form of blended Portland 
can be used as a partial cement or as mineral admixtures. Whenever a pozzolanic and /or cementitious by-product 

replacement of Portland cement in concrcte, it represents significant energy and cost savings. 

IJTIMES-2019@All rights reserved 

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

The materials used for the project work were in accordance with the required standards. Ordinary Portland cement (Type-I) 

cement is an excellent general cement and is used most widely. Portland cement is produced by pulverizing clinkers 

consisting of crystalline hydraulic calcium silicates, and a small amount of one or more forms of calcium sul fate and up to 
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1btrac Gcopolymer is a promisin! alternative binder to 
Trtland cement. Ih is produced mostly from supplementary 
Imaterals like tlyash. GGBS, silica tume cle., recent studies huvc shown that the properties of copolyners are similar or 
Nuperior lo those of the (OPC binder that is traditionally uscd 
cOnCTete. Sell compacting Copolymer conerete (SCGC) can be 
considercd as an advanced and innovative construction 
Material in concrete technology. As nme implies, it docs not 

need any compacting eflorts, to achieve full compaction and 
utilizes ly ash & GGBS (ogether with alkaline solutions i.c. 
sodium hy droxide (NaOH) and sodium silicate (Na,SO,) and 
superplasticizer as a binder for mutrix formation and strength. 
In the present study. low caleium Ily ush bascd GPC replaced 
wilh GGBS in 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100% proportions of 

GGBS. The workability characteristics are decrcased by the 
addition of GGIBS with Ilyash as replacement & also the 
compressive strength increases with incrcase of binder content. 
The durability characteristies also shown that they are more 
durable. when GGBS replaced with Ilyash. 

Index Terms-Self Compacting Concrete. Geopolymer 
concrete. Strength properties, Durability properties 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Gcopolymer concretes are a type of Inorganic polymer 
composites, to form a substantial construction and building 
products industry by replacing/supplementing the conventional 
concrete. The term Geopolymer' was irst introduced by 
Davidovits 1970's to name the three dimensional alumino 
silicates which is a binder produced from the rcaction of a 
source material or fecdstock rich in silicon (Si) and Aluminum 
(AI) with a concentralcd alkalinc solutions. Gcopolymers are 

chemically similar to zcolite but has amorphous microstructure 
consisting predominantly ofSi and Al atoms. 

Self compacting geopolymer concrete (SCGC) can be 
considered as an advanccd and innovative construction 
material and can be regarded as a revolutionary devclopment in 
the field of concrcte technology. As the name implies, it does 
not nccd any compacting efforts to achicve full compaction 
and SCGC that is produced by a polymeric reaction of alkaline 
liquid with a by-product material utilizes Supplemcntary 
cementitious Materials such as Fly Ash, Ground Granulated 
Blast Furnace Slag, Silica Fume. Rich Husk Ash, Metakaolin, 
etc.. together with alkaline solution and supcrplasticizer as a 
binder for matrix formation and strength. 

Unlike ordinary Portland/pozolanic cements. geopolymers do 
not form calcium- silicate-hydrates (CSI) for matrix formation 

and strength, but utilize the polycondensation of silica and 

alumina precursors to gain structural strength. Two nain 
constituents of gcopolymers are sourcc materials and alkaline 

liquids. The source materials on alumino-silicate should be rich 
in silicon (Si) and alumina (AI). They could be by-product 
materials such as fly ash, silica fume. slag. ricc-husk ash. red 

mud. etc. Gcopolymers are also unique in comparison to other 
alumino silicale materials c.g. alumino silicate gels. glasses, 

and zcolile. The concentration of solids in geopolymerisation is 
hipher than the alumiosilicate gel or zeolitc synthesis. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Madheswaran C. K. Gnanasundar G. Gopalakrishnan. N |I| 
this paper they studicd the geopolymerisation for the 

Na0l| and Na2SiO3. Diterent molarities of Na0ll solution 
are laken to prepare diflerent mixtures. The geopolymer 
concrete spccimcns are tested for thcir compressive 
strength at the agc of 7 and 28 days. GPC mix formulations 
with compressive strength ranging from 15 to 52MPa 
have becn devcloped. Experimental investigations have 
hcen carricd out on workability, the various mechanical 
propertics of GPCs. The test results indicates the mixture of 
Ily ash and ground granulated furnace slag can be uscd for 

devclopment of geopolymer concrele. 

Sourav Kr. Dasl. Amarendra Kr. Mohapatra [2] This paper 
gives an overall view of the process and parameters which 
cllect the geo-polymer concrcte till datc. It is an inorganic 3D 
polymer which is synthesized by activation of aluminosilicate 
source like fly ash or GGBS(waste materials). Due to its high 
mechanical properties combincd with substantial chemical 
resistancc (magnesium or sulphatc attack), low shrinkage and 
crcep and environment fricndly nature (very less amount of 
CO, production in comparison with OPC). it is a novel 
construction material for futurc. F:xhaustive studies in various 
proccsscs and paramcters show that geopolymer concrete is 
supcrior to cement concrete. 

J.M. Khatib [31 The inll uence of including ly ash (FA) on the 
properties of sclf-compacting concrete (SCC) is investigated. 
Portland cement (PC) was partially replaced with 0-80% FA. 
The water lo binder ratio was maintaincd at 0.36 for all mixes. 

Properties included workability. compressive strength. 
ultrasonie pulsc velociy (V). absorption and shrinkage. The 
results indicate that high volume FA can be uscd in SCC to 
produce high strength and low shrinkage. Replacing 40% of 
PC with FA resultcd in a strength of more than 65 N/mm at 56 
days. 1ligh absorption valucs are obtaincd with incrcasing 
amount of FA, however. all FA concrctc exhibits absorption of 
less than 2%. There is a systematic reduction in shrinkage as 
the FA content increases and at 80% FA content, the shrinkage 

at 56 days reduced by two third compared with the control. A 
lincar relationship cxists betvwccn the 56 day shrinkage and FA 
content. Incrcasing the admixture content beyond a certain 
level lcads to a reduction in strength and increase in 

absorption. The correlation between strength and absorption 
indicates that there is sharp decrcase in strength as absorption 
increases from I to 2%. Afier 2% absorption. the strength 
reduccs at a much slower ratc. 

Ileba A. Mohamed 14| This study presents an experimental 
study on self-compacting concrete (SCC) with two cement 
content. T'he work involves thrce types of mixes. the first 
consisted ol dilerent percentages of ly ash (FA). the second 
usCs dillerent percentages of silica fume (SF). and the third 
LISCS a mixture of' FA and SF. Aíter cach mix preparation. nine 
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4bstract-- During the past few vcars, high-strength concrele (SOO has heen increascd in building stetures. The une ol 
ISC for construction, especiall, for buildngs, bridges, has 
homc ery common in industrialized and developing 
countrics. Now a day, the demand of natural sand is very high 
due to the large usuge of concrele to satisty the rapid 
intrastructure growth. In the present study in order lo 
investigate the mechanical properties ot' high strength concrele 
uith copper slag as a replacement of linc uggregate. lligh 
strength concrete (MSO) is designed as per ACI 2114R-08. 
The work is carried out 2 phases, in the first phase fine 
Jggregate is replaccd with Copper slag (i.c.. from 0 % l0 
100%). Concrete mix speimens were evaluaed lor 

compressive strength. split tensile strength, lexural strength. 
The test results indicate that replacement of 40% copper slag 
as maximum compressive strength compared to conventional 

Index Terms-Fine aggregate. Copper Slag. lligh Srength 
Concrete 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Concrete is an important part of socicty's infrastructure. It is a 
useful construction material and innovations are constantly 
being made in ncw ty pes and applications for it. However in 
recent years. the applications of high-strength concrcte have 
increased. and high-strength concrete has now becn used in 
many parts of the world. The growth has been possible as a 
result of recent developments in material technology and a 
demand for higher-strength concrete. Artificially manulactured 
aggregates are more expensivc to produce, and the available 

source of natural aggregates may bc at a considerable distance 
from the point of use. in which case. the cost of' transporting is 
a disadvantage. Protecting the depleting natural sand resource 
and the shore line is a major concern of' the day. It is cssential 
today. to reduce cxcessive consumplion of the natural river 
sand and there by prevent sand mining. It is possible by 
utilization of industrial by-products as well as other waste 
materials in the production of normal concrete and ISC. 
These products can be used as partial or full replaccment of 
Aggregates. Copper slag is an industrial by-product material 
produced during the process of manufacturing of copper. 
About 2.2 toncs of copper slag is gcneratcd, lor every ton of 
copper production. Uilization of copper slag in applications 

such as aggregates has threcfold advantages of climinating the 
costs of dumping, reducing the cost of concrete, and 
minimizing air pollution problems. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

ByungSik Chun ct al. (2005)" conducted several laboratory 
lests and analyzed by monitoring he stress and ground 
setlement of clay. sand compaction pile and copper slag 
compaction pile. Wei wu et al.. (2010)= observed that when 

copper slag was used to replace linc aggregate, up to 40% 

copper slag replacement. the strength of concrete was 
increascs while the surface water absorption decrcascs. Al 

National Conference on Recent Innovations in Engincering and 
Engincering & Technology. Kurnool. Andhra 

Jabri et al., (2009, 201| observed that the water duband 
reduced by about 2?% lor I00%% copper slap repl.cement The 
slrength nd durability of igh Strenpth (oncrete improvcd 
with the inerease in the coitent of copper slp ol upto 0%, 
llowcver, further additios of copper slag causcd reduciion in 
the strength due o increase in tle IrCe waler content in the 

mix, Alnuaimi (2012)" results showd that the replacement of 
up to 4(0% of line aggregale with copper slag caUNcd o major 
changes in conerete sirength, column failure load, or measured 
llexural stillhess (E). RR Chavan & D B Kulkarni (2013} 
Concludcl that Maximun1 Compressive strenpth ol concretc 
inereascd by 55% al 1(0% replacement of line apgreyate by 
copper slag and leNural sirength incrcascd by I4 % for 40 % 
replacement. S. Chithra ct.al. (2016)"studied the Multiple 
Regression Analysis (MRA) and Artilicial Neural Network 
(ANN) mnodels are constructed to predict the conpressive 
strength of ligh Performance Conerete containing nano silica 
and copper slag as fine aggregale replucement respectively. 
Khanzadi ct al(2010y" reported the inlluence of NS particles 
on the mehanical properties and durability of concrete 
through measurement of compressive and tensile strength. 
waler absorplion and the depth of chloride penctration, The 
splitting lensile strength assessments, thermal behaviour and 
microstruclure of conerete containing different amounts of 
ground granulated blast furnace slag and SiO;nano particles as 
binder were investigated by Nazari and Riahia(201 LMin 
Hong Zhang, Jahidullslam(2012)° has used NS lo reduce 
setting times and incrcase carly strength of concrete with high 
volumes of ly ash or slag. Based on the experimental results 
by using NS in pastes, morlars and concretes with about S(0% 
of ly ash. Hou et al(2012)"0 showed that the pozzolanic 
activity of colloidal NS (instcad of NS powder) was higher 
than that o SF and its hydration acceleration eflect was alsc0 

Based on the available literature revicw, Copper Slag is choscn 
as a replacement malerial for tinc aggregate. In the prescnt 
work, fine aggregate is replaced with Copper slag (i.c., from 0 
% to 100%). oplimum mechanical properties were determined. 
T'hus, signilicance of the present work is to prove that copper 
slag is the better replacement lor line aggregate. 

III. MATERIALS 

CEMENT: In this work ULTRATECIH cement of Ordinary 
Portland Cement (OPC) 53 grade was uscd for all concretc 
mixes. The various lests conducted on cement are initial and 
final setting time, specifie gravity, fincness and compressive 
strength are shown in table 1. 

Fly Ash:- The Ilyash uscd in this study is of class F, Obtaincd 
from RTTP. Kadapa. 
Fine Aggregute:- ine Aggregate for the lixperimental 
Prograum had bcen locally oblained and conformed to grading 
Zone I| as per IS:383-1970, l'ine Aggregate was initially 
sieved through 4. 75 mm sieve lo remove any particles greater 
Technology (RIl:T-2018) organized by i Pullaiah ('ollege of 
Pradesh on I5" & I6" Dc-I8 374|Page 

higher than SF in the carly age. but this effect was comparable 
lo that ofSF in the later stage. 
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STRENGTH OF CONCRETE REPLACING 
FINE AGGREGATES BY STONE DUST 
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Abstract: Quarry dust is a byproduct of' the crushing proeess which is a concentrated material to use as aggregates for concreting 
purpose, cspccially as fine aggregates. In quarrving activities, the rocks have been crushed into various sizcs, during the process 
the dust generated is called quarry dust and it is formed as waste. So it becomes as a useless material and also results in air 
pollution. Therefore, quarry dust should be used in construction works, which will reduce the cost of construction and the 
construction material would be saved and natural resources can be used properly. Most of the developing countries are under 

presure to replace fine aggregate in concrete by an alternate material also to some extent or totally without compromising the 
quality of concrete. Quarry dust has been used for difierent activitics in the construction industry. such as building materials, road development materials, aggregates, bricks, and tiles. 

The present research work mainly deals with the influence of different replacement proportion of sand with quarry dust on 
the properties of concrete. The present study is planned to study the eflects of quarry dust addition in normal concrete and to 
assess the rate of compressive strength development. 
Keywords: Quarry dust. Fine aggregates 

1. INTRODUCTION: 
1.1 OBJECTIVE: To reduce the cost of construction. 

To reduce landfill area. 

To overcome the problem of scarcity of sand. 
To reduce environmental pollution. 

1.2 CONCRETE: 

Concrete a composite man-made material is the most widely used building material in the construction industry. It consists of 
a rationally chosen mixture of binding material such as lime or cement, well graded fine and coarse aggregates. water and 
admixtures( to produce concrete with special propertics ). In a concrete mix, cement and water form a paste or matrix which in 
addition to filling the voids of the fine aggregate. coasts the surface of fine and coarse aggregates and binds them together. The 
matrix is usually 22-34% of the total volume. Freshly mixed concrete before set is known as vet or green concrete whereas after 
setting and hardening it is known as set or hardened concrete. The mouldcd concretc mix after sufficient curing becomcs hard like 
stone due to chemical action between the water and binding material. 

1.2.1 Properties of concrete: 
The concrete in the plastic state should have the following properties. 

www.ijrar.org (E-ISSN 2348-1269, P. ISSN 2349-5138) 

Workability: The concrete should have good workability. It is defined as the case with which it can be mixed, transported and 
placed in position in a homogencous state. It depends up on the quantity of water. grading of aggrcgates and percentage of fine 
materials in the mix. 
Segregation: The concrete should be free from segregation. It is dctined as the breaking up of cohesion in a mass of concrete. It 
results in honey combing, decrease in density, and ultimatcly loss of strength of hardened concrete. 
Bleeding: The concrete should not have blecding. It is defined as the separation of water - cement mixture from the freshly mixcd 
concrete. It makes the concrete porous and wcak. 

1.2.2 Materials in concrete: 

The materials used in concrete mix design are: 
Cement 

º Fine aggregate (sand) 
Coarse aggregate (20mm size) 
Water 

1.3 Quarry dust: 
Ouarry dust is a byproduct of the erushing process which contains particle size from 0.75 to 5 mm. These stone dust are 

not usable and dumped for land filling. But for few past ycars it has bcen utilized more than dumping to the other works like 
making concrete blocks and landscaping. Quarry dust is a grcat alternative product for natural river sand also cost efficient at the 

Same tine. Since it's a waste product also provides availability. If quary dust will be used for some construction purpose. the dust relcase from it will not aflect the environment. Therefore, quarry dust should be used in construction works. which will 
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Abstract: Rice husk ash (RIUA) is clasiñed as a bighly reaetive Pozzalana cement. I takes very high silica content like that of silica 
(ume. l'sing low cost and locally cvisting of rice husk aNh aN a mineral admiture in conerete carries advantagesin costs, the technical 
properties of concrete as well as to the nature. A new study of the elfeet of riee husk ash combination on workability. strength and durabiny of high-performance fine-grained concrete is presented. The results sho the addition of ash to high performance fine 
graincd concrete improved significantly compressive strength, splitting tensile strength and chloride penctration resistance. 

Captivatingly, the ratio of compresive strength to spliting tensile strength of IPFGC was lower than that of ordinary concrete. cspecially for the concrete made with 20 % RILA, Compressive strength and splitting tensile strength of IIPFGC containing RIIA was 

similar and slightly higher than for HPFGC containing SF. Chloride penetration renistance of 1IPFGC containing 15-20 % RiIA was 
comparable with that of HPFGC containing 15 % SF. 

Husk Ash 

Keywords: High performance fine-pgrained concrete, rice husk ash, workability, compressive strength, splitting tensile strength, chlo 

ride penetration resistance. 

INTRODUCTION 

2 
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The use of locally presented materials as well as the use of manufacturing process and agricultural waste in building industry 

has become a potential solution to the cconomic and environ-mental problems of' particularly developing countries. Cvarse ag 

gregate is considered as the core ingredient to produce Portland cement concrete. But, the resources of' this material are deplct 

ing in many countries or in specific regions. therefore outcome of a probable take for the coarse aggregate is crucial. The use of 

sand as a substitute for coarse aggregate to produce sand concrete and studicd it. This kind of' concrete has strength comparable 

with predictable Portland cement concrete. By the detinition of sand concrete is thus the delined as a fine aggregate concrete. in 

which the coarse aggregate is replaced by sand and fine aggregate is by filler material. 

High pertormance of finegrained concrete is considered as a new generation of sand concrete. and il can be comparable with 

high performance concrete in strength and durability. 
RHA is the residue of conmpletely burned rice husk under propcr conditions. Rice husk. the outer covering part of rice grains. 

is a farming of waste from the milling process of pady. Rice husk is ample in many parts of the world. espccially in rice cultival 

ing countries. like India. Each heap of' paddy rice can produce approximately 200 kg of rice husk. which on burning produces 

about 40 kg of ash. Rice husk from paddy rice mills is disposed directly into the environment or sometimes is dumped or burnt 

in open fields. This results in serious ecological pollution, cspecially afler it is disintwgrated under wet conditions. 

RHA is classified as a highly reactive pozzolan. It has a very high silica content like that of' SE. Using less cost and locally 

existing RHA as a mineral admixture in concrete takes benefits to the cost and the technical propertics of concrcte and the at 

mosphere as well. RHA is a porous material. Pore structure is the most important representative of this material. The change of 

this representative results in a different specific surface arca (SSA) and therefore a different pozzolanic rcactivity and diflerent 

water absorption of RHA. Rice husk ash has been studied to replace SF as a parlial Portland cement additional. and the results 

show that RHA can fully addition of SF in terms of calcium hydroxide consumption. autogcncous shrinkage. compressive 

strength and durability of high-performance concrete and ultra high-performance concrete. Ilowever, the cflect of Rice husk 

ash on properties of High pertormance fine- graincd concrete needs to additional investigation. 

The objective of this study is to examine elects imposed by RHA blending on properties of High performance fine- graincd 

concrete. Blending percentages were varicd. Slump. compressive and spliting lensile strength. abrasion resistance and chloride 

penetration resistancc of concrete containing RHA were estimated. Thcse properties were measured for the reference and SF 

containing samples as well. The knowledge obtaincd in this study can be helpful lor optimizing strength and durability of mortar 

and concrete in future applications. 
EXPERIMENTAL. PROGRAMM 

2.1 COLLECTING OF MATERIALS 

Iolume 8. Issue 3. 2019 

Portland cement. RIHA. SF. limestonc povder (LSP) and two kinds of' nalural sand. i.c. line sund and coarse sand stood 

used to study. RIIA was produccd by burning rice husk under proper lemperature circumslances in a sinmple furnacc prototype 

in India. It was designed bascd on the principle of the atmospheric bubbling luidized hed. The obtained ash was ground in a 

ball mill. The physical properties and the chemical composition of the cement. RlIA. SF und ISP are takenin Table 1. The 

physical properties of ine and coarse sand are existing in Table 2. In addition. a polycarboxylatc-based superplast- icizer was 

uscd. 

Page No: 182 
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ABSTRACT-The purpose of this work is to describe the ellect of quarry dust and dolomite on the comprussive strength of 
concrete. 1he present cxaminations indicate that dolomite may be used as partial replacement of cement in concrete and quarry 
dust may be suitably replaced with fine aggregate in concrete lo some extent. Thc results are lound to be salisfactory with the 
individual replacements but the combination of both quarry dust and dolomite did not yicld the positive results with respect to 
compressive strength of concrete. 
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Concrete is a composite malerial that consists of binding mcdium, such as mixture of Portland cement and water. within which 
are embedded particles or fragments of aggregatc, usually a combination of fine and coarse aggregate. Concrete is by far the most 
versatile and most widely used construction material worldwidc. Today. the rate at which concrete is used is much higher than it 
was 50 ycars ago. It is estimated that the present consumption of concrete the world is of the order of 33 billion metric tonnes 

The construction industry has shown great gains in the utilization of reeycled industrial by-products and wasies., including 
Quarry dust waste. If fine aggregate is replaced by Quary dust waste by specific percenlage and in spccific size range. it wil 
decrcase fine aggrogate content and thereby reducing theil eflects of river dredging and thus making conerete manufacturing industry sustainable. By using these recycled by-products and wastes we can. not only save the landill space but also it reduces 
the demand for fine aggregate. 

The reduction in the consumption of cement will not only reduce the cost of concretc/projcct but also the cmission of carbon 
di-oxide. Dolomite powder obtained by powdering the scdimentary rock forming mincral dolostone can be uscd as a replacement 
material for cement in concrete up to certain perccntage. Dolomite powvder has some similar charactcristics of cement. Using 
dolomite powder in concrete can reduce the cost of concrete and may incrcase the strength to some extent. 

Eldhose M Manjummekudy et al., studied the clfect of eco sand (cxtractcd dolomite) as a partial replacement lor linc 

aggregate and the results indicates that 25% of fine aggregate replacement with eco sand had maximum compressive strength and 

also stated that the voids are minimizcd with dense packing. 

MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 

JETIRCO06007 

Huseyin Temiz et al. studicd the performance of dolomite in concrete. In this rescarch. it was found that the setting time was 

increased on addition of dolomite. Hcat of hydration was less when comparcd wvith the ccment concrete made with Ordinary 

Portland Cement. Compressive strength of mortar cubes were increased on addition of dolomite. 

Durga.B et al. studicd the effects of silica when uscd as a partial replaccment to line aggregate. The ncarer optimal 

replacement percentage arrived in case of compressive strength was 60% with 39.30 N/mm. 

K.Chinnaraju et al. studied the eflects of cco sand (extracted dolomite) as a partial replacement of fine aggregates in cement 

mortar and cement concrctc. The study revcalcd that the replacemcnt of finc aggregate with cco sand beyond 40% shows higher 

rate of water absorption and demandcd more watcr. The optimum replacement of eco sand was found to be 40%. The cement 

mortar cubes were testcd for 7 days and 40% replacement showed higher compressive strength. The compressive strength was 

incrcased by 12,7%. 
Olesia Mikhailova ct al.. conducted rescarch on dolomite powder. From the results it is observed that the 259% of dolomite 

powder addition cnhanced the carly strength and structure of' concreie was dense in the carly stages without any detrimental effect 

to later agcs. 

Cement: Ultra tcch Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) conforming to Grade 53. is used in the proposed work. Cements 

produced by Ultra tech manufacturers conform to the lollowing IS Codes: IS: 8812-1989 & IS: 12269-1987 respectively. 

Quarry dust: The concept of replaccment of nalural line aggrcgute by quarry dust which is highlighted in the investigation 

could boost the consumption of quarry dust generated lrom quarries. By replacemcnt of quarry dust, the requirement of land ill 

area can be reduced and can also solve the problem of' nalural sand scareity. Quarry dust is a byproduct of the crushing process 
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BACKG,ROUND 

KEYWORDS 

mretr is an avsemblage of cemet, agsegate and water The most commonly ued fne sggreyate is sand derived from river banks 
he klobal conumpion of natural sandn too hgh duc to its cxtenswve ue n onr tete The demand for natural sand is qurte hugh in 
velopin, (ounties owing to tapid ntrasiructural growth, whuch results supply scaroty Therefore, construction industries of 
drvrloping countre ate in stress to cdenuty alternative naterals to replace the tdemand tor natural sand On the other hand, the 

dN antaze ol utilisation of by products or aggregates obtauned as, waste materals are pronounced in the aspects of reduct1on in 
Cnvironmental lo.d and w.ste management cOst, reduction of production cost as well as augmenting the quality of concrete Kiver 
Sand s most commonly used as fne aggregate in concretc, but due to acute shortage in many areas, availabilty. cost and 
Chvironmental impact are the major concern. To overcome from this crisis, part1al replacement of sand with stone dust can be an 
economic alternat1ve. Desiyn mx of M25 grade of concrete with replacement of 0%, io%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50% of stone dust 
tespectively have been considered for laboratory analys1s,. Slump test, compact1on factor test, compressive strength. split tens1le strength are carried out n our invest1gation. 

Stone Dust, Compressive Strength, Split Tensile Strength. 
HOW T0 CITE THIS ARTICLE: Basha SA, Babu SV, Pavithra P. Experimental investigat1on of replacing fine aggregate with stone dust 

in concrete.). Technologcal Advances and Scientific Res, 2018; 2[4):195-197, DO1: 10.14260/|Lasr/2016/36 
BACKGROUND 
The natural sand deposits are depleting and illegal sand 

mining is becoming uncontrollable issue. In-stream, sand 
mining has become a common practice and resulted in a 
mushroom1ng of river sand mining activities, which have given 
rise to various problems that require urgent action by the 
authornties. 

Also, when we use the river sand as fine aggregate, it leads 
to the exploitation of natural resources, sink1ng of bridge piers, 
lowering of water table and erosion of river bed. The 
construction industry has shown great gains in the utilisation 
of recycled industr1al by-products and wastes including Stone 
dust waste. If fine aggregate is replaced by Stone dust waste by 
specific percentage and in specific size range, it will decrease 
fine aggregate content and thereby reducing the ill effects of 
river dredging and thus making concrete manufacturing 
industry sustainable. By using these recycled by-products and 
wastes, we can not only save the landfill space, but also it 
reduces the demand for fine aggregate. 

Experimental Program 
The present experimental programme includes casting and 
testing of specimens for Compression, Split tensile strength. 
Specimens are prepared for M25 grade of concrete. Total of 
108 specimens (shown in table) with various percentages of 
stone dust are casted. 

ABSTRACT 

Cement, sand and aggregate were taken in mix proportion 
1:1.22:2.15, which correspond to M25 grade of concrete. F1ne 
aggregate is replaced with stone dust as 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% 
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and 50%. All the ingredients were dry mixed homogeneously. 
To this dry mix, required quantity of water was added 
(W/C=0.45) and the entire mix was again homogeneously 
mixed. This wet Concrete was poured into the moulds, which 

was compacted through hand compaction in three layers and 
then kept into the vibrator for compaction. After the 
compaction, the specimens were given smooth finishes. After 
24 hours, the specimens were demoulded and transferred to 
curing tanks wherein they were allowed to cure for respective 
3,7 and 28 days. 

Materials used in the Investigation 
Cement 

Rescarch Article 

Portland Pozzolana Cement was used and which is 

manufactured by Ultratech Company conforming to IS 
8112:1989. The specific gravity of the cement was noticed as 
3.10. The ínitial and final setting tímes were found as 40 
minutes and 380 minutes, respectively. 

Fine Aggregate 
Locally available river sand passing through 4.75 mm I.S. Sieve 
was used. The specific gravity of the sand was found to be 2.7. 

Coarse-Aggregate 
Crushed cement aggregate available from local sources has 
been used. To obtain a reasonably good grading, 60% of the 
aggregate passing through 20 mm 1S. Sieve and retained on 
12.5 mm I.S. Sieve and 40% of the aggregate passing through 
12.5 mm I.S. Sieve and reta1ned on 10 mm 1S. The spec1fic 
gravity of the comb1ned aggregate is 2.7. 

Water 

Potable fresh water available from local sources was used for 

mixing and curing. 

Analysis of Test Results 
The fresh and hard concrete properties were presented in the 
table 2 to 5. All the tests were conducted in the laboratory. 
The mixes were denoted differently in the tables. The detailed 
nomenclature of the mixcs were read as 
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ABSTRACT: The cost of ptroleum products are going up every day and its availability also depleting very rapidly. 
Ihe situation has now made engineers reconsider the option of rigid pavement or cement conercte roads as a long term 
solution for connectivity, Many improvements were made in performance conercte using admixturcs and by using 
innovative tthniques to reduce heat of hydration. One among the innovative technique is addition ofr fibers to the 
concrete. hasically started as an ingrcdient to control or prevent cracks, laer on the cngincers have learnt the additional 
strength gain achiev cd when tibers are added. There are dillerent types of libers available the market polyester. 
poly propy lene. glass. stecl ete under various trade names and tor various applications. We are studying the relative 
performance of conerete by adding diflerent types of non-metallie ibers namely Poly Propylene. polyester. glass ibers 
of high dispersion and high pertormance comparing with the slandard control conerete. The objcetivc is to arrive at a mis 
proportion using 20 mm & 12.5 mm coarsc aggregates. manulactured sand as finc aggregate and high-level water 
reducing PCE based admixture with a control slump of 60 mm. Fibers are added as per manufacturer's specitieation. 
Compressive strength are found out by conducting tests on lday. 3 days. 7 days & 28 days. The strengths of the samplcs 
are compared against standard control sample and their eficicncy with rospcct to control sample are calculated. 

Flexible pavements(Bitumen) 
Rigid pavements(Concrete) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Transportation contributes to the economic. industrial. social and cultural developcnt of a country. Even though there re 
four modes of ransportation. namely. roadways. railways. waterways and airways the transportation by road is the only mode 
which can give maximum service to one and all. This mode has maximum flexibility for travel with reference to oulc. 
direction. time and speed of travel ete. Therefore the construction of roads and its maintenance has got much importancc than 
other modes of transportation. 
A. Types of pavements- Based on the structural behavior. pavements are gencrally classiticd into two categorics: 

B. Flexible pavements-The pavements which are surfaccd with bituminous (or asphalt) materials arc known as lexible 
pavements. These types of pa ements are called "lexible "bccause the lotal pavement structure hends or detlects due to 
trafic loads. A flexible pav ement structure is generally composed ol'several layers of materials which can accomnodale this 
-flexing". Flexible pavements are those. which on the whole have low or negligible lexural strength and are rather llexible in 
their structural action under the loads. 

2. Fiber reinforced concrete -Plain concrete possesses a very low tensile strength, limited ductiliy and liule resistance to 
cracking. Internal micro cracks are inherently present in the concrete and its poor strength is due to the propagation of' sueh 
micro cracks, eventually leading to brittle fracture of the concrete. 
In plain concrete and similar brittle materials, structural cracks (micro-cracks) devclop cven before loading, particularly due to 
drying shrinkage or other causcs of volume change. The width of these initial eracks seldom exceeds a few microns, but their 
other two dimensions may be of higher magnitude. 
When loaded. the micro cracks propagate and open up. and owing to the cflect of stress concentration, additional cracks lorm 
in places of minor defects. The structural cracks procecd slowly or by tiny jumps because they are retarded by various 
obstacles, change of dircction in bypassing the more resistant grains in matrix. The devclopment of such micro cracks is the 
main cause of inclastic deformations in concrete. 
I has been recognized that the addition of small, closcly spaced and uni formly disperscd fibcrs to concrete would act as crack 
arester and would substantially improve its static and dy namic properties. This type of concrete is known as Fiber Reinlorced 
Concrete. 
Fiber reinforced concrete can be defincd as a compositc material consisting of mixturcs of' cennent mortar or concrete and 
discontinuous, discrete. unitormly dispersed suitable tibers". 
The concep! of using fibers as reinforccment is not new. Fibers have becn uscd as reintorcement since ancient times. 
Historically. horsehair was used the concept of composite materials came into being and fiber-reinforced concrete was one of 
the topics of interest. (Once the hcalth risks associated with asbestos were discovered. there was a nced to find a replacement 
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1.2 Scope of the work 

ABSTRACT Ihe shotpye of ousduy ih cuely felt iu urbu iaen ore 0 in the 35 Indiat citico, which according to 
the 200l census Iuve a population of ore ilm llon, In order to overCODe this problcm construction proccws Miujd 
he quk. tall and elleetive lo accmmontate hvye pupulation in a given arca, ('wstrictins made of shcar walls are high 
in strength, they najorly resist the scinie foree, wind forces und cven can be build o) oils of wcak bascs by adopting 
various ground impovement lechniques, Not only tle quickness in eOstction procevs hut the strcnpth pararncters and 
eleetiveness to bare horizoutl lods ure very hiy, Sher wall, yenerally ucl in bigh carth quake pronc arcas. as thcy 
are highly ettlicient in takinp the loads, Not only the crth qutke loads hut alo wind loads which are quite hiyh in orne 
zones can be tuken by these lcar walls cllieiently und ellectivcly. 

ISSN 230392 

1, INTRODUCTION 
1.| Definition Shcar walls ute verticul clementy of the horizontal lorce resisting system. Shcar walls arc constructcd to 

counter the cllects of lateal oad actiny on structure, In residential construction, shcar wall% arc straiyht cxternal walls 

that lypieally lorm a hox wlich provides ill of the lateral upport tor the buildiny. When shear wallk are devigncd and 
comstructed properly. und they will lhave the strength and sitlives to rexiM the lurizntal lorces Shcar wall buildings are 
usually regular in plan and in clevation. I lowever, in xome builkdings, kower lloors arc uncd for commercial purpoves and 
the buildings are characterizcd with larger plan dimernions at those floors, In other cases, there arc sahacks at highcr 
Iloor levels. Slicar wall buildings are comnonly uvcl for residential purposCs and can house from 100 to 500 inhabitants 
per building. 

1.3 Purpose of Construeting Shear Walls 

Ihe aim of construeting the slear wall is to investipate the dillerent ways in which the tall structures can he stabilized 
gainst the ellects ol stromg horizntal wind leaxding and seisnie loading. Some other reasons why we use shcar walls are 
lall structures can he evonstructed which reduces the area sed and we can acuomodate a large population in that 
particular area. Other ohjective is to construct a cost efleetive structure in less period ot time. This study helps in the 
investigation of slrength and duetility of walls. The scopc ís to analyze the constructed shear wall that is to be 
constructed. Firstly thc model is implementel into known computer soltware and then it is analyzed based on the 
investigation of strength and ductility. The sirength of shear walls tested is compared with the calculaied strengths basced 
on design codes, 

Shear walls are not only designed to resist gravity / vertical loads (duc to its self-weight and other living / moving loads). 
but they are also designed for lateral loads of carthquakes / wind, The walls are strueturally integrated with roofs/ floors 
(diaphragms) and other lateral walls running across at right angles, therchy giving the thrce dimensíonal slability for the 
building structures. 
Shear wall structural systems are more sable. Bccause, their supporting arca (total eross- sectional arca of all shear 
walls) with relerence to total plas arca ofbuilding, is comparalively more. unlike in thc casc of RCC framcd structures. 
Walls have to resist the uplitt lorccs causcd by the pull of the wind. Walls have to resist the shear forccs that try to push 
the walls over. Walls have to resist the lateral lorce of the wind that tries to push the walls in and pull them away from 
the building. Shear walls arc quick in construction, as the method adopted to construct is concreting the members using 
formwork. 
1.4 Comparisons of Shear Wall with Construction of Conventional L0ad Bearing Walls 
Load bearing masonry is very brittle material. Duc to diflerent kinds of stresses such as shear. tensíon. torsion, etc. 
causcd by the earthquakes, the conventional unreinforced brick maSonry collapses instantly during the unpredictable and 
sudden carthquakes. The RCC framcd structures ure slender. when comnpared to shcar wall concept of box like thrce 
dimensional siructures. Though it is possible to design the carthquake resistant RCC framc. it requircs cxtraordinary 
skills at design, detailing and construction levcls, which cannot be anticipated in all types of construction projects. On the 
other hand even moderately designed shear wall struclures not only more stable. but also comparativcly quitc ductile. In 
safety terms it means that. during, very severe carthquakes they will not suddenly collapse causing dcath of people. Thcy 
give enouph indicative warnings such as widening structural cracks, yiclding rods. etc. olfering most precious moments 
for people to run out off structures, belore they tolally collapsc. lFor structural purposes we consider the cxterior walls as 
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Effect ofUtilization of Quarry Dust in Concrete 
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Ibstrat (onNele iN a mivture whch generall consisI o 
wment, line aggrvgate, oarse aggreyate and water. Nalural 
rINeT ad i the most comnonly uscd materiul as ine 
aggrvgate n corete. Conerete has lound its wide upplication 
n huldng throughout the orld becaUsC of positive attributes 

swh as durability. high resistance to loads, and the possibility ot using local raw materials in the preparation of conerete. 
Sand is a naturally occurring granular material composed ol tincls divided rock and mineral particles. River sand is Iscd 
along ith cement, gravcl, water and stcel for making 
reintorccd concrete. Along with cement and water, it is uscd as 

COnerete lor joint illing and plastering. Sand Mining is an 
activity reterring to the process of the actual removal of sand 
Irom the foreshore including rivers, streums and lakes. Sand is 
mined from beaches and inland dunes and dredged trom ocean 
heds and river heds. The rcduction in the sources of' natural 

sand and the requirement for reduction in the cost of concrete 
production has resulted in the incrcascd nced to identify 
substitute material to sand as fine aggregates in the production 
of concretes especially in Concrcte. The conccpt of 
replacement of natural finc aggregate by quarry dust which is 
highlightcd in the study could boost the consumption of quarry 
dust generaled from quarries. By replacement of quarry dust, 
the requirement of land ill area can be reduced and can also 
solve the problem of natural sand scarcity. Quarry dust satisfies 
the reason bchind the alternative material as a substitute for 
sand at very low cost. It even causcs burden to dump the 
crusher dust at one place which causcs environmental 
pollution. 

S\ed Afzal Basba. 

INTRODUCTION 

Quarry dust a byproduct of the erushing proccss which is a 
concentrated material t0 use as aggrcgates for concreling 
purpose, especially as finc aggregates. In quarrying activitics. 
the rock has been crushed into various sizes; during the process 
the dust gencrated is callcd quarry dust and it is formed as 
waste. So it becomes as a uscless material and also results in 
air pollution. Thercforc. quarry dust should be uscd in 
construction works. which will reducc the cost of construction 
and the construction material would be savcd and the natural 
resourccs can be used propcrly. Most of the developing 
countries are under pressure to replace fine aggregate in 
concrete by an alternatc material also to some extent or totally 
without compromising the quality of concrete. Quarry dust has 
been used for difTercnt activitics in the construction industry. 
such as building matcrials. road development materials. 
aggregates, bricks, and tiles. The present work mainly deals 
with the influence of different replacement proportion of sand 

with quarry dust on the properties of concretc. The present 
study is planned to study the cflects of quarry dust addition in 
normal concrete and to assess the rule of compressive strength 

devclopment. 
LITERATURE SURVEY 

Mahendrana et al studied on feasibility of the usage of 

Quarry Rock Dust as hundred percent substitutes for 
Natural Sand in concrete. It is found that the compressivc, 

Nexural strength and Durability Studies of concrete made 

2. 

of Qurry Rock Dust ure nearly I0% more than the 
conventional conerete. 

3. Santhosh Kunar.P.T et al made an attempt to study the 
cllect of type of linc aggregate on the 28 day compressive 
strength ol concrete. The result of the investigation 
indicate that the ratio of the 28 day compressive strength 
of concrete with crushed stone sand to that ofriver sand is 
L.06 with a cocflicient of variation ol|| %. 
F'clckoglu et al. observed that the incorporation of' quarr 
waste at the same cement content generally reduccd the 
super plasticizer requirement and improved the 28 days 
compressive strength of SCC. Normal strength SCC 
mixtures that contain approximately 300-3 10 Kg o! 
cement per cubic meter can be succcssfully prcpared hy 
employing high amount ofquarry waste. 

6 

Kathirvel. P et al studicd the Durability of SCC with 

Partial replacement of cement by Quarry and linestone 
(dus)) Powder by (0%. 20%. and 30%) and comparing 
the properties like Density Variation, Compressive 
Strength. Waler Sorptivity for 28, 60, 90 and 120 Days 
age with respcct lo control SCC. 

S. Sukumar ct al. found that the rclations have been 

cstablished for the inerease in compressive strength al 
premalure ages of curing (12 h to 28 days) for different 
gradcs of SCC mixcs and arc comparcd with the IS Code 
formula for straight concrete as per IS: SP 23-1982. 

7 

Ho ct al. explaincd that the granite fines can be uscd in the 

SCC production. However. it is important to spot out that. 
as a wastc material. the properties of stone fines are likcly 
to vary with time. Then, afler that. the fineness of granite 
fines could solve durability problems. such as silica-akali 
rcactions. These two issucs would rcquire to be addresscd 
if the material is to be used vith assurancc. 
Muhit et al. determined that passing from 200 mm sieve is 
uscd as cement replaccment whercas retaining from 
100 mm sieve is uscd as sand replacement. Cement was 
replaccd with stone dust in percentage of 3. 5, and 7 
percent. Similarly. sand was replaccd with stone dust in 
percentage of 15 lo 50 with an incrcase of'5 perccnt. Test 
result gives that compressive strength of mould with 35% 
of sand and 3% of cemcnt replacing dust incrcases to 
21.33% and 22.76% in that order compared to the normal 
concrcte mould at 7 and 28 days for tensile strength which 
incrcascd to 13.47%. 

8. According to Soutsos ct al. the physical characteristics of 
recycled destruction aggregates may unfavorably affect 
the properties of the blocks. Howcver. levels of 
replacement of quaried stonc aggregates with destruction 
recycled aggregates determincd that it will not have 
signi ficant harmful effect on the compressive strength. 

PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS III. 

A. Cement 

The cement used lor this work is ACC 43-grade Portland 
pozzolana cement. The various propcrtics of cement are 
tabulated in Table below. 
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ABSTRACT:The change that plastic bought can't be replaced by other resources. Mostly known fact that the mother 
carth is a lacing a global environmental problem, This problem can be lcast reduced by plastic recycling. INDIA is the 

country that largely depends on railway networks. So the material sed in the railway manufactures should ol good quality, cconomical, cco-friendly and strong. Most used is timber, stecl. concrete that bccomes exhaust after several 
decades. So, as to prevcnt this we neced the material that can be replaccd thesc sources. Now a-days. plastic is considered 
as main fucl in many production industries. Thc plastic has a good quality about its duration and life span against 
decomposition so that this make it most cco-fYriendly these days. It lead io rapid change that all sleepers are replaced by plastic sleepers in most of the railways. So our work is to observe the working and performance of recycled plastic 
railway sleepers employcd in the railway networks. 

Railway sleepers made from waste plastic, including recycled bumper scrap and old computcr cases could putting in an 
appearance on railway tracks soon. It is made by using slcepers from waste polystyrene and polyethylene. Polystyrene is 
commonly used in disposable coffee cups, and polyethylenc is more likely to be scen hanging from trees in the form of 
plastic bags. But the longevity of this plastic means that railway slccpers made using it can potentially last for century 
compares to a few decades for sleepers made from wood or concrete. Wood and concrete also have other disadvantages. 
Concrete sleepers are very heavy and crack easily, and wooden sleepers rcquire a lot of maintenance and chemical 
treatments to prevent them from rotting in both cascs, the sleepers havc a lifetime ofa few decades maximum .Stress test 
have demonstrated that the plastic sleepers are at least as strong as concretc slcepers. With the cost of maintaining the 

affordable alternative. And they could help railway and underground systems spiraling, plastic slecpers therefore offer 
Network Rail hit its target of using 23% recycled material. 

Production Process of Composite Plastic Sleepcrs 

Below are the stagcs involved in thc proccss: 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Plastics used in our everyday life can be uscd to manufacture composite plastic slccpers provided we dispose the plastics 
in recycling bins rather than on lands or water bodies. Recycling plastics for manufacturing sleepers for railways is an 
effective way in overcoming the cnvironmental issucs rclated to plastics. Plastics slecpcrs arc more durable and cfficient 

when comparcd to the traditionally uscd slccpers made from wood and concrete. So we should encourage the use of 

plastics in our country and rest of' the world. It is cssential in the production of recycled plastic sleepcrs and other tools 

used for laying tracks by railway sector. Plastics uscd in our everyday life can bc uscd to manufacture composite plastic 

sleepers provided we dispose the plastics in rccycling bins rather than on lands or water bodics. Recycling plastics for 
issues relatcd to plastics. manufacturing sleepers for railways is an cflcctive way in overcoming the environmcntal 

Plastics slecpers are more durable and eflicient when compared to thec traditionally uscd slcepers made from wood and 

concrete. 

Texturing 

II. PLASTIC SLEEPERS 

The composite plastic slceper constitutes of mixturc of plastics, rubber from postconsumer tires, rubber buffering from 

retreaters, chemical additives, and various fillers. waste materials and reinforccment agents like fiber glass or 

vermiculite. There are five stages involved in the manufacturing proccss which cstablishes cflicicncy and consistency in 

production. 

Shaping. lForming and Cooling 

Quality Assurance 

www.gite.in 

Raw Material Selection and Handling 
Compounding and Mixing 
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A.R.M.N.V.Tharun Kumar', K.Mahesh Babu', Syed Afzal Basha' 

ABSTRACT: In this study, underground dams are briefly described and detailed information regarding the design and 
construction aspects are provided and various types of dam wall arc discussed. The use and usefulness of the 
underground dams as a means sustainable development and their performance in the management of the ground water 
resources are analy zed by taking KURNOOL district an example ground watcr dam is buil. in a coastal aquifer. the 
recharged water that would flow towards the sea could be prevented by providing the additional storage. This is the 
contribution to the sustainable development. is also demonstrated that the approaches utilized in this study are useful 
for the planning and design of groundwater dams. 

REVIEW ON GROUND WATER DAMS 

Management of Drought 

Sub-Surface dams 

As surface water resources become fully developed. for new development. ground water oflers the only possible option. 
In arid regions where surface water resources are very scarce or even non-cxistent. the ground water is the only available 
waler resource. Groundwater sustainability may be defined as devclopment and use of ground water in a manncr that can 
be maintained for an indefinite time without causing unacceptable environmental, economical or social consequences in 
coming decade's sustainability of water resources will be one of the key issues and the shift towards groundwater will be 
inevitable. 

2. Sand-Storage dams 
Sub-Surface dams: 

A groundwater dam is a structure that obstructs the natural flow of ground water and stores water below the ground 
surface. There are basically two types of groundwater dams. They are: 

WwW.gite.in 

Sand-Storage dams: 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A sub-surface dam is constructed below ground level and arrests the flow in a natural aquifer. The principle of a sub 
surface dam is relatively simple; a trench is dug across the valley. reaching down to bed rock or their impervious. solid. 
impervious layer a suitable location. In the trench an impermeable wall or barrier is constructed and the trench is 
refilled with excavated material. A sub-surface reservoir created this way retains water during wet season and may be 
used as a water resource throughout the dry season. Various construction materials has been used for the impermeable 
barrier such as clay, concrete, stone masonry, reinforced concrete. brick. plastic. tarred-felt. sheets of steel. corrugated 

iron or PVC. 
The average height of sub-surface dams generally vary in the range of 2 to 6 mts. Injection screens may. 

however grow up to 10 mts or morc. The crest of a sub-surface dam is usually kept at some depth below the surface to 
avoid water logging in the upstream arca. Sub-surface dams arc generally built at the end of dry scason. when there is 

minimum water in the aquifer. 

A sand-storage dam impounds water in sediments caused to accumulate by the dam itself. The general principle of a 

sand-storage dam is a weir of suitable size is constructed across the stream bed. sand carricd by heavy flows during the 

rains is deposited, and the reservoir is filled up with sand. This artificial aquifer is replenished cach year during the rains. 

and the water storcd is used during the dry season. Types of sand-storage dams include concrete, stone masonry. gabion 

with clay cover. and gabion with clay core, stone-fill concrete and stone-storage dams. 

The height of a sand-storage dam is typically 1 to 4 mts. Water is generally cxtracted by placing a drain at the 

reservoir bottom along the upstream side of the dam and connecting the drain to a well or to a gravity supply pipe 

through the dam wall. Sand-storage dams are more suitablc for gravity extraction than sub-surface dams. 

e-ISSN 2751-2009 
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Abstract:-This paper presents the compressive strength of PET fibre rein forced recycles aggregate concrete. 
The Natural Aggregate (NC) was replaced by recycle aggregate (RA) in the proportion of 25, 50, 75 and 100%. 
PET fibres were added to the Recycle Aggregate Concretc (RAC) by I and 2% volume. Total 45 cubes were 
cast and tested. The results showed that as the % of RA and volume fraction of PET ibre content increases the 
strength was decreased. For obtaincd cxperimental results three simple Regression Models (RMs) were 
synthesized and the same are presented in this article. 

Key words:- RAC, PET fibres, Compressive strength, Cube, Regression Models. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The aggregate occupies about 75 to 80% of the concrete volume and play a substantial role in diflerent 

concrete properties such as fresh and harden concrete propertics, dimensional stability and durability. 
Conventional concrcte consists of sand as fine aggregate and gravel, limestone or granite in various sizes and 
shapes as coarse aggregate. There is a growing interest in using waste materials as alternative aggregatce 
materials. this context Demolished Waste Material (DWM) of building or any structure (after completing of 
its lifespan) or during modermization, waste is generated. This can be utilized in the concrete as RA. Many 
research works has been carried out on RAC. Now days the plastic is also is a waste and this waste is using for 
many works as recycle products. Among the plastics family Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) is one of the 
major product using by the socicty in the form of various articles. In this conncction a review is prescnting 
below related to PET fibres and RAC. 

Marzouk et.al. |1] conducted the experimcntation on concrete with plastic waste. The plastic material 
was used as sand substitution in thc concrete. The results showcd that thc use of plastic bottle waste was 
effective and attracts as low cost matcrial. Siddique et.al. [2] investigated the effective utilization of' waste 
products (tires, plastic, glass etc) in concrete. The study showed that the use of waste product in concrete not 
only makes it economical but also helps in reducing disposal problem. Kou ct.al. [3] reported that splitting 
tensile strength of PVC concrete. From their study it is noticed that as PVC content increases the strength was 
decreased. Akcaozoglu et.al. [4] investigated the use of shredded waste polyethylcne using two types of binders. 
The authors found that the compressive strengths of mortar with PET aggregate is higher with combination of 
binders. Kandasamy and Mrugesan (5] reported the behavior of composite material consisting of cement based 
matrix with an ordercd or random distribution of fibre of stecl, nylon. polythenc. The results showed that the 
addition of ibres increases the propcrties of concrete. Baboo Rai ct.al.[6] reportcd the concrcte properties 
produced with waste plastic with and without plasticizer. The study showed that rcduction in vorkability and 
compressive strength with inclusion of plastic. But they also specified that with addition of Plasticizer the 
strengths were increased marginally. Bhogayata ct.al.[7] presents a comparative study of compressive strength 
of concrete made by mixing of plastic bags as concrete constituent. The results showed that as incrcase of plastic 
the compacion factor and compressive strength decreases. Jianzhuang Xial ct.al[8| has given a overview of 
study on recycle aggregae concrete. In this paper diflerent properties and behavior was described. Xiao.J.Zh. 
ct.ai 19| has shown relationships betwcen mechanical properies o'RAC. From literature it is ohserved that there 

is a litle work has been locuscd on PET ibres with combination of RA. So the authors had planned to evaluate 
compressive strength (CS) of PIET ibre reeycle aggregate concrete. To lind CS of PET Gbre reinforced reeycle 
aggregate concrcte 45 cubes were cast and tcsted in the laboratory. 
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